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Starting point: participory evaluation
This evaluation guide was born from the process experienced in
CulturYouthLab and aims to inspire readers to evaluate projects that link the
artistic and educational processes of young people.
We understand evaluation as both a field and a knowledge tool to be able to
improve practice or to be able to assess the impact of practice on
participants. As Bloom (1975) pointed out, evaluation had to gather
systematic evidence in order to determine whether significant changes
occurred, that is, to show whether the practice that has been carried out has
really been satisfactory for the addressees. Likewise, the evaluation process
should not only be to evaluate the practice or its impact on the results, the
purpose of the evaluation has another particularity: to create awareness of
the learning acquired and to guarantee with greater objectivity whether the
practices have been satisfactory.
Evaluating and describing practices can help to identify the factors that
directly influence the promotion of inclusive developments within the activities
being carried out. Ultimately, proposing a set of general tools for the
evaluation of practices will help not only to evaluate the activities related to
the project, but can be used in any community or society working on youth
activation through creative processes.
A creative, participatory and impact-oriented approach to evaluation is
needed.
The concept of participation in evaluation is framed in the participatory
development model or people-centred model, which seeks to make
participants active, responsible and accountable in any process, including
evaluation. It is a socio-educational methodology that appeared three
decades ago in the American context. It is described as a process where
people who are experts or trained in evaluation techniques, work together and
at the same level with people who lack such training but who are affected by
the results of that evaluation (Úcar et.al, 2018).
There are a multitude of evaluation practices that incorporate participation,
but not all of them are Participatory Evaluation, hereinafter PE. PE is an
evaluation methodology that is characterised by the fact that both experts
and professionals and the people who make up groups, organisations and
communities work collaboratively in the design and execution of the
evaluation of the projects in which they participate (Planas et al. 2014).
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As these authors point out, in terms of the purpose of this type of evaluation, it
can be said that it has a dual purpose: research and intervention. As research,
it provides information on the reality, functioning and results of the projects.
And as intervention, it is aimed at improving and proposing solutions to the
problems of groups, organisations or communities. Both generate the
construction of knowledge of all participants. This is why these types of
evaluation methodologies are increasingly in demand by funding agencies
and local governments.
But how is this type of evaluation developed?
The axes of PE are participation, learning, negotiation and flexibility (UNESCO,
2010; Planas et. al., 2014).
Participation
This axis translates into the participation of all the people involved or
stakeholders
(technicians
of
the
community
processes,
policies,
administration staff, community members) in all phases of the evaluation
process, from the decision making process of what, how and for what purpose
to evaluate to the final use of the evaluation results.
In particular, special attention should be paid to the inclusion of affected
people, who are traditionally excluded from the evaluation or, at best, used as
informants or addressees. It may also happen that political or administrative
actors are merely consultants in the planning process and in the interpretation
of results.
Therefore, the design of a PE, i.e. the objective of the evaluation, the questions
to be evaluated and the tools for data collection and analysis, must be agreed
upon by the participants, taking into account the promotion of diversity of
participants in the process, a high degree of involvement of these participants
and the control they have over the evaluation process (Daigneault and Jacob,
2009).
Learning
PE activates a learning process, which translates into local capacity building in
evaluation and institutional strengthening. This process creates the necessary
conditions for participants to generate new knowledge and create the
transformation of reality.
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This model aims to design and implement evaluation systems that respond to
the information and training needs of all stakeholders. It encourages learning
and local capacity building in all evaluation exercises and thus reinforces the
sustainability of the processes. In this sense, Fawcet et. al (2003) underline
that,
Participatory evaluation engages local practitioners from the initial design of
the research project through determination of its final conclusions. (…) As
such, participatory evaluation refers to the process by which those involved in
the work contribute to understanding about it– and to applying that
knowledge to improve the effort. (p.23)
Negotiation
Negotiation is the agreement on objectives, methods, interpretation, exchange
and dissemination of results. In practice, as Núñez et. al (2014) point out in
relation to the approaches that guide PE, there are those focused on
improving and increasing evaluation results with greater control by external
evaluators (collaborative evaluation, practical participatory evaluation) and
others that are explicitly committed to change, empowerment and
transformation of participants and communities, with less control by outsiders
(transformative participatory evaluation and evaluation for empowerment). PE
sets in motion a social and political process of negotiation, as it articulates the
diversity of perceptions, needs and demands, developing a sense of empathy
and cooperation between groups.
Flexibility
There are as many approaches to PE as there are contexts in which they are
applied. It is therefore a dynamic and flexible process, continuously adapting
to local needs, factors and circumstances.
The conditions of the context in which the evaluation process takes place will
determine its development. In this sense, the techniques, times and steps of
the process must be adapted to the realities of each community, rather than
being adopted by them.
In short, PE is an evaluation in which the roles of those who know and those
who do not know, those who evaluate and those who provide information are
constantly changing. It is an evaluation that allows the construction of
meanings and knowledge in a dialogical manner through the interaction of all
the people and agents, whether or not they are experts in evaluation, who
have participated in it or have been influenced by it. Participatory evaluation
means that everyone can decide what to evaluate, how to evaluate and
analyse the results.
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This does not mean that all people and agents have the same responsibility or
involvement, but it does mean that all voices are included when evaluating a
project of these characteristics. Evaluating from this perspective poses not
only benefits for the evaluation but also for its participants, i.e. they become
educational processes through which people and communities can learn and
become empowered. As Úcar et al. (2017) argue, participatory evaluation
allows us to change and change ourselves, and through this process, to
transform the realities we are living.
It is important to underline that before an evaluation process of a project or a
programme, it has to take into account the following issues that have to be
discussed and defined by the people involved.
As shown in Fig. 1, first of all, each person has to know that he/she is a
participant in the process, and has to find his/her place in the evaluation.
Information and training on process ethics is the starting point. Secondly, we
must ask ourselves who benefits or should benefit from the evaluation, we
must take into account the various options in techniques and evaluable
elements so that they benefit the people concerned in the first place. Thirdly,
thought must be given to who should do the design and how. With reference
to what has been described so far, the process would require a reflection on
what Participatory Appraisal means and how it is to be carried out. Finally, two
of the indispensable questions that start the process and must be reviewed in
relation to the objectives of the practice, programme or project are: "What do
we want to evaluate and why? Surprisingly, this is a question that is not often
asked and that is really useful and an essential guide to carry out a sensible
and coherent evaluation of what has been worked on.

Figure 1.
Questions to be answered in the process of a participatory evaluation.
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After these questions comes another key question: how and through which
techniques? From the perspective of this guide, creative and participatory
evaluation techniques and strategies are necessary.
Consistent with the CulturYouthLab project, it is important to underline the
contributions that art has not only in educational and community processes,
but also in the evaluation of these projects and programmes. As Laferrièr
(1997) states, it is a matter of having the body, the heart and the brain to
evaluate and find the point of union between art and education, theory and
practice. In this sense, it is a question of being able to draw, write, sing, speak,
play, dance?as creative means in the service of evaluation. In this way it
allows a better expression of what is experienced and to evaluate it in a
different way. The use of creative arts in the evaluation process evokes
different ways of knowing and understanding what happened in a programme
(Simons and McCormack, 2007). In this way of evaluating, not only reason
comes into play, but also personal and collective experiences, feelings,
judgements, illusions, perceptions, frustrations, ... all of which are necessary to
be able to evaluate a project in a profound way, and to gather the multitude
of meanings, experiences and senses that come into play.
A final approach to evaluation is to take impact into account. It is not only
necessary to evaluate the process and the results of the actions carried out,
but also the impact that the project has had in terms of generating new
knowledge that can be useful for the adoption and development of strategies
and actions that contribute to the improvement of society in relation to the
objectives set (Flecha, 2015). On the one hand, the impact it has in relation to
frameworks such as the 2030 strategy or the Sustainable Development Goals.
Also the social and political impact understood as the influence that the
project has on the development of policies and actions by policy makers
(legal regulations, recommendations, reforms, etc.) or NGOs, social
movements or other types of social entities that can incorporate the results
into their daily practices, contributing to social improvements (Van den
Besselaar, Flecha and Radauer, 2018). Evaluating this is often complex, as
these changes can occur after the project ends. Therefore, it is important to
evaluate whether a number of actions have been taken or taken into account
for this to happen, such as collaboration between different actors,
incorporation of the political level in different parts of the project,
transparency, dissemination and transfer in the process and results through
different media such as social networks, public presentations and others.
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Analysis of the evaluation of the collected practices
After analysing the types of evaluation carried out by the different entities and
associations on the selected practices, we can point out that the culture of
evaluation is not very well integrated in their processes. However, there are clear
differences between them. In general, both qualitative and quantitative
methodologies are used, through research techniques such as questionnaires,
focus groups and individual and group interviews.
As we have been able to observe, currently, these groups and associations
mainly evaluate the following issues:
-The venue and equipment
-The programme and activities
-What is the progress of the project?
-Are expectations being met?
-How to make it more successful?
-Reflection and evaluation with participants after the activities (sharing circle,
post-it notes, flipcharts...) -Questionnaires for all participants (how they felt if
they learnt, if they did not learn, if they did not?
-Questionnaires for all participants (how they felt if they learned something, if
they participated in the activities, if they had an impact on the programme).
-Questionnaires for the groups (if they can have an impact on the group
activities, the project, how they feel...)
-Level of participation of boys and girls
-Capacity to work with boys and girls
-Reflection and evaluation of youth workers and staff 4 times a year (the plan,
objectives, and evaluation of the implemented activities).

Proposal for participatory and creative evaluation tools
For the collection of information and evaluation of practices, different recording
methods can be used. The use of alternative techniques based on creative and
participatory methodologies challenge the power relations implicit in traditional
research approaches (Howarth et al., 2021), giving more control over the
agenda, and more time and space to talk about issues of concern (Cornwall
and Jewkes, 1995; Beresford, 2016), actively involving people usually conceived
as objects of research as co-researchers. Similarly, artistic tools have also been
used to understand people's worldviews, memories, experiences, explore their
beliefs and opinions, feelings (Berger and Mohr, 1982; Holland, 1991; Prosser,
2000; Wells, 1997) and as diagnostic methods for intellectual or emotional
development (Miles, 2000).
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Against this background, a number of assessment techniques are outlined
below:
DIARIES
Diaries have frequently been used in interdisciplinary research as a source
and record of historical and social memory (González, 2017). The
autobiographical writing that occurs in the diaries makes it possible to collect
significant data from the people who have participated in the project and
allows, in addition to reflecting on these data, to analyse and systematise
them (Jurado, 2011). It therefore becomes an important tool for collecting
first-person experiences of the participants.
Reading it allows us to realise the distance between what we want to say and
what we say, as well as the way in which we jump from one topic to another.
The diary can also have a guiding question that facilitates the writing of the
story in a free way by capturing their experiences, reflections and ideas
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Example of information on a Diaryin Lisbon training.
.
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PHOTOGRAPHS
In today's society based on technology and social networks, photographs
become basic means of communication (Brisset, 2004). Photographic
analysis provides relevant information about people and context. In fact,
photography helps to reconstruct the context of a specific moment: "An image
shows a specific instant in a specific space and time, it represents a reality
that conveys socio-cultural and technical information and at the same time it
is a means of artistic expression intended by the author" (Pérez, 2017, p.15). For
example, in the following photographs information about particpants, their
relation and communication and activities carried out can be get.

Figure 3. Examples of data collection through photography.
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DRAWINGS
In various research and projects it has been found that participants talk more
when they are drawing or have a supporting image to describe their
experiences. In this way, the participant is offered a distinctly different and
potentially richer "new way of telling" (Fasoli, 2003; Kirova and Emme, 2006).
Drawing itself has been described as a discursive act, a visual discourse,
through which one can create representations of the world around them
(Dockett & Perry, 2005). Visual content analysis forces the researcher to go
deeper into the images, discovering elements and patterns that would escape
the casual observer (Kalvaitis & Monhardt, 2012; Schnettler & Raab, 2012),
taking as basic premises the identification of visual elements, the frequencies
of occurrence of these elements, and their subsequent analysis (Kalvaitis &
Monhardt, 2012). In terms of limitations, the most relevant one has to do with
the openness to multiple interpretations and possible answers. As data,
images and drawings alone tell an incomplete story (Fasoli, 2003). In this
sense, a combined message (photovoice, draw-voice) is necessary, where
they expose and discuss their drawings, to make sure of the meaning and the
story behind them, and not leave it to the interpretation of the research team,
which is often incorrect (Dockett and Perry, 2005).Another drawback is related
to the ability to draw, given the difficulty of drawing what they want to
communicate, girls and boys may draw something that is easier for them
(Miles, 2000). When drawing is used as an evaluation technique, it is essential
to define the object to be evaluated and to pose a trigger question that will
guide us in making the drawing (Figure 4). Likewise, in the same session where
the evaluation is carried out through drawing, it is interesting to open a space
where participants can share and reflect on the ideas collected in the drawing
(Strack et al., 2010).

Figure 4: Example of data collection through the drawing made in "Lisbon training".
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AUTOMATIC WRITING
It consists of conveying the ideas of the mind without reflection, planting them
directly in the text. Created by Breton (1924) it is based on writing
dreams/ideas/thoughts without any logical reasoning. Participants are given
a guiding question and asked to write (or draw) whatever comes to mind in a
limited time, no more than 5 minutes.
NARRATIVES
It is a process of gathering information through the stories people tell about
their lives and the lives of others. Introspective narratives or reflections cannot
reflect the full richness of the experienced experience, as authors emphasise
some elements over others (Riviera, 2015). However, based on narrative
techniques, the creation of the protagonists is promoted from a holistic prism,
away from universality and general laws, but underlining the concrete reality
(Rayas et al., 2019).
LIFE LINE
The lifeline can be combined with the narrative as it helps to order those
events/situations/events/incidents that seem to have had the most impact on
the participants' lives.
In order to carry out this technique it is first important to locate graphically the
current moment, then to point out those events that have been significant for
the participant within the project. Finally, it is necessary to point out situations
or "cut-off" moments, i.e. situations that mark a before and after in the project.
And finally, projections for the future will be marked.
MAP of RELATIONS
Relationship maps or community mappings are used to take a snapshot of the
networks of relationships that exist in places or environments between the
different people, entities or agents that intervene in the territory. This type of
analysis is rich because it offers us a map of networks that helps us to identify
what type of more direct or less direct relationships exist between people in
the territory and also helps us to see between which people or agents there is
hardly any contact. It is interesting to use this type of strategy to observe the
relational strengths and weaknesses of a territory (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Relationship mapping or community mapping.

In short, it is important to remember that PE is another form of evaluation, fully
complementary to others, based on the principles of equality and the right to
participate. Everyone can and should be part of the evaluation processes in which
they participate. The diversity of views, knowledge and cultures of knowing and
doing come together to enrich the processes and generate holistic knowledge. In
addition, creativity in the service of others in evaluation processes offers friendly,
freer and more equalising spaces and allows ideas to be expressed in an inspiring
and more complete way.
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The

#CultureYouthLab

Erasmus+

project

was

submitted in response to the 2020 Erasmus+ Covid19
extraordinary

call,

motivated

by

the

European

Commission's concern about the lack of artistic and
cultural

activities

Asociación

as

Navarra

a

result

Nuevo

of

the

Futuro

pandemic.

has

been

experimenting and promoting methodologies that
seek to link artistic creation with socio-educational

activities for over a decade and has been exchanging
similar

practices

with

their

European

#CultureYouthLab partners. This project forms part of
a longer process, and represents an opportunity to

showcase, systematise and deepen the relationship

between cultural and education. In addition, we have
focused on the use of artistic creation as a catalyst
for

youth

activation

and

emancipation

and

on

creating cultural objects to accompany young people
on their life journeys.

Although today we often speak of innovation,
cultural expression has traditionally formed a
central

part

of

schooling

and

non-formal

education. Community choirs and dances were
popular, and there were many opportunities for
people

to

collectively

express

themselves

artistically. Access to most academic arts was
democratized through music and art schools to
the

point

that

the

availability

activities of all kinds is vast.

of

creative
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However, at some point, the relationship between

education and art was severed: this allowed for
greater sophistication and specialisation in both
areas, however this came at the cost of art and

culture being fully integrated into education system
as a cross-cutting tool.

That is why we now need to be reminded of the
importance of creating interdisciplinary learning

opportunities, in which we can offer young people

ways of expressing themselves to make sense of the
world that surrounds them. We also offer new ways
of reflecting on reality and building community.

Artistic creation, as well as being a basic human
need, can be a powerful tool for learning. We can
communicate

through

art

in

ways

you

cant́

communicate with language: you can share ideas

on alternate futures, broaden perspectives, share

intangible ideas and experiences. Culture helps us
identify and arrange collective objectives, to give

the best of ourselves, to contribute to society and
the future from our own subjective perspective.

Building a collection of artistic creations allows us to
record what we have experienced through tangible
objects: something which can be displayed and
showcased in public.
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This can help generate relationships and bonds of affection
between people and empower them to make changes in the
world as well artistic creations.
#CultureYouthLab aspires to contribute to these changes
through exchanging best practices and methodologies,
cataloguing and refining forms of evaluating creative,
cultural and artistic processes from different countries and
cultural perspectives. This publication aims to give an
account of this shared adventure, showcasing different
experiences, proposing methodologies and new and
innovative ways of evaluating activities and processes. We
hope that this work will be inspiring and contribute to the
consolidation of these practices and help young people
develop and grow through realising their artistic potential.
The organisations that have contributed to this publication
are CAI International / Street Work Training Institute de
Portugal,Mládež ulice from Slovakia, ZAVOD BOB from
Slovenia, Asociación Navarra Nuevo Futuro from Spain, and
The Basque Country University (UPV-EHU Faculty of
Education, Bilbao).

+ info:
www.laboeduca.org
https://laboeduca.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/KreandoArte-WEB.pdf
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